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Child Health Experts:
Border Officials Ignored

Our Advice
Several groups listed as experts in a Homeland Security Department

advisory report say the recommendations are detrimental to the health of
immigrant children.
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An asylum-seeking boy from Central America runs down a hallway after arriving from an immigration detention center
to a shelter in San Diego on Dec. 11, 2018.
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P ediatric health experts and immigration advocates say a recent

Homeland Security Department advisory panel report "dehumanizes"

children and is filled with "crazy" recommendations.

That may not seem surprising—except these advocacy groups and health care

associations were named by the Homeland Security Advisory Council's CBP

Families and Children Custody Panel as key experts in the report

(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0416_hsac-emergency-interim-report.pdf).

The April interim report calls for Congress to roll back restrictions on detaining

immigrant families for long periods of time. The panel also recommends taking

photographs of migrant children and collecting their biometric data to curb what

it described as the “recycling of children” at the border. Acting Homeland

Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan has praised the list of recommendations to

lawmakers as a “nonpartisan report" written by a "bipartisan group of experts.”

The final report is expected on May 21.

But some groups named in the report as subject-matter experts or witnesses are

now denouncing the recommendations and blasting the agency for listing them

as experts but not taking up their advice. Several groups told National Journal

that the advisory panel's recommendations go against what they informed them

would be best for a child's health and safety.

Young Center for Immigrant Children’s Rights Policy Director Jennifer Nagda

said it is frustrating to see that the panel did not acknowledge that it went

against the input of many groups. “For the final recommendations to say we
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consulted with these experts without acknowledging the huge gulf between the

recommendations of those experts and the conclusions of the report—it’s not

just frustrating, it strikes me as disingenuous,” she said.

Pediatric and immigration groups shared with the panel their concerns around

the care of children at the border, but said the report’s recommendations do not

reflect their expertise. Some of the groups said they met with the panel just a few

weeks before the report was released.

“They put out a report … that has crazy recommendations that are completely in

line with what the administration has been asking,” said Jennifer Podkul, senior

director for policy and advocacy at Kids in Need of Defense. “The acting

secretary has been going around touting this as a bipartisan effort. KIND is

listed as being consulted, so we had an opportunity to sit down with them and

share our views, none of which were taken up.”

KIND, along with several other pediatric and refugee groups, sent a letter to the

panel Friday denouncing recommendations in the report. Other signatories

include the American Academy of Pediatrics, Lutheran Immigration and

Refugee Service, U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops/Migration and Refugee

Services, Women’s Refugee Commission, and the Young Center for Immigrant

Children’s Rights.

“We fear that these proposals, far from protecting children’s health and safety,

will instead inflict harm and trauma, and lead to the return of children to grave

dangers from which they have sought protection,” they wrote in the letter

obtained by National Journal.

The groups were alarmed at the suggestion that Congress roll back restrictions

that prevent the federal government from detaining families long-term. They

also are concerned by a recommendation to expedite asylum cases of families
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because it often takes time for children to be able to detail their experiences.

“Expedited procedures requiring children and families to hurriedly present such

claims shortly after harrowing journeys to safety and while detained impede

access to justice and threaten the incomplete or inadequate consideration of

children’s eligibility for protections afforded under both U.S. and international

law,” they wrote.

They also objected to some of the language in the report. “Terminology used

throughout the report, such as the ‘recycling’ of children, dehumanizes a

vulnerable population,” the letter said.

DHS advisory-panel chair Karen Tandy, a former head of the Drug Enforcement

Administration, pushed back against the questions about the term “recycling,”

saying that the panel was concerned that children were being used to gain

entrance into the country. She also said this was a term used in briefings with

the panel but was not a term the panel created.

Immigration authorities are now using the word (https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/local-

media-release/recycling-children-el-paso)to describe the practice of unrelated adult

migrants being grouped with children in order to pose as families when they are

apprehended at the border.

“[Children] became victims and certainly were dehumanized by being utilized by

people just trying to gain entry to the U.S.,” said Tandy. “To make those children

an object, a pawn just to get into the U.S., is certainly dehumanizing and

dangerous for these children.”

Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service President Krish O’Mara Vignarajah

said she takes issue with the DHS advisory panel listing the group in the report

because the recommendations go against its practices. “Having a meeting where
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we had a chance to air some of our current concerns and those actually being

reflected in the recommendations, I think, are two very different things,” she

said.

“Truthfully, many of the recommendations are very counter to what we stand for

and what we implement in practice, and I think that I don’t stand alone in terms

of those concerns as being one of the organizations listed,” she added.

The group told National Journal that its vice president for programs had

participated in a meeting with the panel about two or three weeks before the

interim report was released.

Tandy said the advisory council listened to many stakeholders on the issue of

caring for families at the border, including medical doctors and international

refugee organizations. “It’s a much broader list of experts that briefed this panel

well beyond the groups that you’ve heard from,” she said. “The panel’s

recommendation was based on the whole of the entirety of what we heard.”

“I understand from these experts they would never detain any child for any

period of time,” she added. “That’s just not possible. You have to be able to

process and know who’s coming into this country and what kind of physical

issues, health issues they have.”

Of the 109 subject-matter experts and witnesses listed in the report, officials

from Customs and Border Protection represented more than half. The former

director of the Health and Human Services Department’s refugee office, Scott

Lloyd, was also listed. He faced scrutiny during his tenure for his handling of

children during the administration’s “zero tolerance” policy.

Panel members also met with Democratic Rep. Raul Ruiz of California, who is

planning to introduce legislation in the coming weeks that would set standards

for the CBP to follow when caring for people in its facilities. This includes
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standards for health care, nutrition, and sanitation.

Ruiz said the report reflected some of his conversations with the panel, but he

added that he was concerned that the council recommended families should be

detained.

“All the pediatric medical research show that regardless if they are with their

parents or not, the environment of a person being detained without freedom,

with very limited space and limited resources, is detrimental to a child’s

development and can add more stress to what is already a very severely stressful

situation,” he said. 


